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Linen

 
A Shroud that seemed to have authority

Among those bird-like things came, and let fall
A bundle of linen.

 
- W.B. Yeats

 



A Message From Mary

Mo Chara Daor, 

I am so excited to bring you Aibreán’s Irish at Heart offering of ‘Linen’. Not only is it a
beautifully versatile material that has been expertly woven into the gifts you will
unpack in your little green box this month, but its history is a significant chapter in
Ireland’s heritage. 

I always associate linen with spring – it’s such a flexible and breathable material, that
lets you enjoy the slightly climbing temperatures without necessarily exposing your
skin to the elements. Let’s face it, on the Emerald Isle we never truly know what the
skies will have in store for us no matter the season - making linen’s strength and
durability a handy complement to its light and airy nature. 

Linen comes from a flowering plant known as flax, which has grown all over Ireland for
hundreds of years. The bountiful growth is not only valuable in its practicality, but also
in its beauty - there is nothing so fresh as a wild green field of flax dotted with the
purpley-blue petals of its flowers. 



Irish linen in particular is famed for its superior craftsmanship and quality –
making it a sought after fabric all over the world. Its astounding adaptability
allows it to be woven into the most delicately soft of bedding, the most
hardwearing of carrier bags, and the sturdiest of thread – all of which are
environmentally friendly, being made to stand the test of time. 

As you traverse through this month’s gazette you will learn a bit more about Irish
linen - its origins, its success and, ultimately, its unfortunate decline in the face
of cheaper and more easily accessible materials. However, I am delighted to note
that there is a selection of creative minds, who have chosen to express themselves
with this ever-pliable canvas – invigorating the ancient material with a modern
twist. 

A Message From Mary

So, when you handle the carefully chosen
pieces in this month’s box, reflect upon
how they represent not just Ireland as it is
today, but the centuries of heritage which
brought us to the modern age - and the
strength and endurance that got us there. 

Ó Mary le grá,
 



In this month's gazette, we have a special guest piece from one of our lovely
suppliers - We Make Good. The name of this wonderful organisation not only
refers to the gorgeous products that they develop (one of which is nestled in your
Aibrean offering!) but also to the positive impact that they strive to have in society. 

The inspirational business supports people who are disadvantaged by their
circumstances, by helping them to develop skills and employment in their chosen
craft. It's a truly incredible initiative, and one that I hope you all enjoy learning a
bit more about!  

We Make Good is Ireland’s only Irish Social Enterprise design brand. If you haven’t
heard the term social enterprise before – it’s a not for profit that seeks to achieve a
grand social mission. 

What differentiates social enterprise from a charity is that a social enterprise generates
an income from trade. The social aim of We Make Good is best explained by our
workshop manager Sarah Verdon: “We Make Good creates a safe and supported
environment where we help women who have come through trauma, to rebuild their
lives. We nurture the development of work skills while creating genuinely beautiful
products. Empowering women as they learn to be skilled makers improves their lives
and their families and broader communities”. 

Trish, our print shop Team Leaders adds: ‘We are creating meaningful employment in
creative fields to people who cannot otherwise get this, while reflecting the handcraft
traditions of Ireland. Our designs reflect Irish materials and are often reflecting the
colours of the Irish landscape”. 

A line often repeated by the staff is that behind every beautiful product should be a
beautiful story and We Make Good embodies this idea; the shop is bursting with
uniquely Irish gifts and homewares, and there are many that are surprised to learn that
the quality and craftsmanship of each product comes from people from disadvantaged
backgrounds. 

As Caroline our CEO explains, ‘We are trying to set a new standard and show what
people can do when given the opportunity, support and training’. In the word of one of
the makers: ‘this job has changed my life, I was hanging out with a bad crowd and
getting into trouble with the Garda, it didn’t feel like I had other options. Now it does. I
want to keep developing my skills and learning how to communicate with different
people, I want eventually to get a management job. I feel like it’s all possible now’. 

We Make Good 



The WMG sewing studios are based in Dublin’s heartland near O’Connell St and the
print shop and retail store in Dublin 2, so the business spans both sides of river Liffey.
The team want to extend a warm welcome for the Irish at Heart readers to visit us here
on their journey to Ireland and also to learn a little more about us online at
www.wemakegood.ie. 

The shop stocks the craftwork from over 12 different social enterprises, all these are
working to create employment opportunities and training for people that struggle to
find work without support. This ranges from soap and cosmetics made by people with
vision impairment, to candles crafted by artists with disabilities.

Each of the providers shares WMGs values about including and supporting people who
are often forgotten by larger economic development plans. Across all our suppliers and
our workroom we create over 80 jobs and we hope to double this in the next few years.

We Make Good 

 
 

In addition to our social mission of inclusion,
We Make Good seeks to provide a
collaboration home for some of Ireland’s
brightest design stars. We work with more
than 12 designers to bring their ideas to life, as
well as generating new products from the
creative visions of our own workroom. 

All the products made in this amazing store
aim to make Ireland a better more equal place
by creating opportunities for disadvantaged
people. As summed up by Joan, the WMG
manager: ‘We believe that products should
look good, be well designed and stand for what
we care about – a society that looks after
people and the environment. We are glad that
you can be part of our story.'

 

http://www.wemakegood.ie/


Recipe of The Month

 

The White Linen Cocktail

With spring starting to creep into the air, I’m already dreaming of balmy Sundays in the
garden: chattering with friends and family; the tantalising scent of the smoky barbeque
wafting through the scene; and of course, a crisp chilled glass of something ultra-
refreshing to hand. 

With our theme at the forefront of my thoughts, The White Linen Cocktail sprang to
mind – a wonderful revitalizing tipple to cleanse the palate before dinnertime, and one
of my favourite spring-time drinks. This particular recipe incorporates gin and
elderflower liquor, which you can easily switch out for non-alcoholic versions of you’re
more in the mood for a mocktail. 

Now, if you know your cocktail chronicles, then you’ll be aware that the origins of the
White Linen probably stem from the USA – but as always, I come prepared with an Irish
twist! Ireland has not been left out of the recent explosion in popularity of gin crafting,
which is perhaps unsurprising when you consider the multitude of floral and botanical
ingredients that grow all across the Emerald Isle. 

 

 

So if you wish to welcome in spring with
a refreshing sip that’s Irish at Heart, mix
yourself up a crisp White Linen, with a
gorgeous Irish gin to balance those light
and zesty flavours. Some of my
favourites for this particular concoction
include Drumshanbo Gunpowder, which
brings oriental flavours together with
Irish Meadowsweet - and will
complement the lemon juice a treat; or,
if you want really want to emphasise the
herbal notes, St. Patrick’s Distillery
produce a heavenly perfumed
elderflower infusion. 

Livelytable.com



1 ½ oz your chosen Irish Gin 
½ oz St. Germain Elderflower Liquor
½ oz Simple Syrup
1 oz Lemon Juice
Soda water 
5-6 thin slices English cucumber
Fresh herbs (optional)

White Linen Cocktail 
Ingredients

 
 

 

 

 

Method

Simply combine the gin, elderflower liquor, sugar syrup and lemon juice in a shaker with ice
and shake well. Strain over ice in a highball glass before topping up with soda water and
garnishing with cucumber slices and, if you wish, a sprig of fresh herbs. 

 
 

Recipe of The Month



 
In 1939 Michael Longley was born in Belfast to two English parents. He went to
grammar school in his city of birth, before studying Classics at Trinity College in Dublin
and eventually becoming the Ireland professor of poetry. 

He spent much of his adult life in the beautiful County Mayo, the landscape of which
has inspired much of his award-winning poetry. However, the poem we focus on today
is very much focused on life in Northern Ireland where the poet was born, and
specifically upon the linen trade that has thrived there for so many years. 

For those who dedicate their lives to the production of linen, it is so much more than
just a fabric; yes, it is difficult to work with, requiring patience, dedication, skill and
energy – but all of that is worthwhile to produce a piece of true beauty that will last the
test of time, and pay homage to the culture and heritage that produced it. It is a labour
of love, and therefore the perfect canvas for Longley’s love poetry. 

He talks of a world gone by, the fibres of which he clings to – and all the tradition,
culture and heritage that are woven into The Linen Industry. He speaks of the process
not just from a manufacturing point of view, but in how the resulting fabric plays a part
in our lives: 

“And a weaving of these into christening robes,
 Into garments for a marriage or funeral?

The winding enjambment of his lines almost recreate the act of weaving in and out of
the stanzas – with punctation initially only occurring in the last line of each verse. The
increase of commas in the latter part of the poem could almost be viewed as a stilting –
echoing the slowing trade of linen in modern times. However, he ends upon a rallying
cry – urging others to embrace the traditional fabric once more and, thanks to the hard
work of those in The Irish Linen Industry today, this revival is within our grasp. 

 

Poem of The Month 



Poem of The Month 

The Linen Industry

Pulling up flax after the blue flowers have fallen
 And laying our handfuls in the peaty water

 To rot those grasses to the bone, or building stooks
 That recall the skirts of an invisible dancer,

 We become a part of the linen industry
 And follow its processes to the grubby town

 Where fields are compacted into window-boxes
 And there is little room among the big machines.

 But even in our attic under the skylight
 We make love on a bleach green, the whole meadow

 Draped with material turning white in the sun
 As though snow reluctant to melt were our attire.

 What's passion but a battering of stubborn stalks,
 Then a gentle combing out of fibres like hair

 And a weaving of these into christening robes,
 Into garments for a marriage or funeral?

 Since it's like a bereavement once the labour's done
 To find ourselves last workers in a dying trade,

 Let flax be our matchmaker, our undertaker,
 The provider of sheets for whatever the bed -

 And be shy of your breasts in the presence of death,
 Say that you look more beautiful in linen

 Wearing white petticoats, the bow on your bodice
 A butterfly attending the embroidered flowers.

Michael Longley
(1939 -  )

https://www.poemhunter.com/michael-longley/


I haven't been able to find any particular seanfhocail that centre around linen 

specifically, but there are plenty out there that are relatable to both the 

craftsmanship behind it and the durability of the fabric that it produces. 

The stunning textures and quality of Irish linen is the result of hard and specialised 

work that has been woven into our culture throughout the last ten centuries; 

providing the Emerald Isle with not only a historic export - but a wealth of skill, 

tradition, and heritage. 

Cleachtadh a dhéanann maistreacht 
Experience makes mastery 
Clock-tah ah yayn-in mawsh-truckt

An gad is giorra don scornach is túsice is ceart a scaoileadh
One should first loosen the knot that is nearer the throat 
Awn gad iss gyur-ah dun skoor-nuck iss kyart ah skwee-lah

Gach diúlcadh agus an cíoch a fháil, gach gréasán agus é fite
Every nursling as it is nursed, every web as it is woven 
Gock dool-kah og-iss awn keek ah awl, gock gray-sawn og-iss ay fitch-ah

Is fearr lúbadh ná briseadh
It is better to bend than to break
Iss fyar loob-ah naw brish-ah

Ní neart go cur le chéile
There is no strength without unity
Nee nyart guh kuhr leh kay-lah

Niorbh a fhiú a dhath ariamh a bhfuarthas in aisgidh
Nothing free is ever appreciated
Neerv a hyoo a daw ah-reev ah voor-hiss in ayss-gee

Is treise dúchas ná oiliúint.
Instinct is stronger than upbringing
Iss tresh-ah doo-kiss naw ull-oont

Seanfhocail



Irish is taught to all schoolchildren
across Ireland, from junior infants all
the way up to 6th year - that's 14
years!  So you would think that most
Irish people would be fluent
speakers, but you would be wrong. 

I have been lucky enough to have spent my school years in 
Gaelscoileanna (school taught exclusively through Irish). Now, after 
spending all these years only speaking Irish in school, I have a deep 
appreciation and love for the language that I'm unsure I would've had 
otherwise. I am grateful to have been afforded this opportunity and 
extremely excited to be able to share my knowledge with all of you! 
.

This month's challenge;
Spot a wildflower and name it as Gaeilge

 

A Little About Me

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



This Spring, celebrate the turn of the season through Gaeilge 

Tá an t-earrach ag teacht
Spring is coming
Taw awn tarruck egg chockt

Tá an t-earrach linn
Spring is in the air
Taw awn tar-uck lin

Tá na bláthanna faoi bhláth
The flowers are blooming
Taw nah blaw-hin-ah fwee vlaw

Ar chonaic tú na lus na chromchinn?
Have you seen the daffodils?
Air hun-ick too nah luss nah hrum-heen

Céard é an bláth is fearr leat?
What's your favourite flower?
Kayrd ay awn blaw iss fyar lat

An bláth is fearr liom ná ...
My favourite flower is ...
Awn blaw iss fyar lum naw

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



Ar chuala tú na héin ag canadh?
Did you hear the birds singing?
Air hoo-la too nah hayn egg kawn-ah

Beannachtaí na Cásca ort!
Happy Easter!
Ban-uckt-tee nah kawss-kah urt

Do náire a ligean leis na comharsana
To wash your dirty linen in public
Duh noy-rah ah lig-in lesh nah coor-san-ah

Tá na síolta ag scaipeadh
The seeds are spreading
Taw nah sheel-tah eg skawp-ah

Tá na laethanta ag fháil níos fada araís
The days are getting longer again
Taw nah lay-hin-tah eg awl nees gyal ah-reesh

Téimis ag lorg ubhanna Chásca!
Let's go Easter egg hunting!
Tay-mish egg lurg uv-in-nah hawss-kah

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Now that you’ve got a few Irish terms down pat, let’s see if you can make 
your own. 
Lean ar aghaid, bain triail as! ( Go ahead, give it a try! ) 

Gluais - Glossary ( Glue-sh ) 

Chonaic mé - I saw (Hun-ick may)
An bláth is fearr liom ná ... - My favourite flower is ... 
(Awn blaw iss fyar lum naw)

Linéadach - Linen (Lin-ayd-uck)
Fite - Woven (Fitch-ah)
Éadach - Material (Ayd-uck)
An t-earrach - Spring (Awn tarr-uck)
Líon - Flax (Leen)
Síolta lín - Flax seeds (Sheel-tah leen)
Bláth - Flower (Blaw)
Bláthú - Flowering (Blaw-hoo)
Rós - Rose (Roze)
Nóinín - Daisy (No-neen)
Tiúilip - Tulip (Too-lup)
Coinín - Bunny (Kwin-neen)
Seacláid - Chocolate (Shocck-lawd)
Pónaire ghlóthaí - Jelly bean (Pown-ur-ah glow-hee)
Coinín na Cásca - Easter bunny (Kwin-neen nah kawss-kah)
Ubh Chásca - Easter egg (Uv kawss-kah)



We hope you've enjoyed this preview of the Irish at Heart Gazette.
You can get a full copy with over 16 pages of content when you sign

up for an Irish at Heart subscription, where you can get a box of
Ireland delivered to your door for as low as $44!

 
Join today at

JOIN IRISH AT HEART!

A Box of Irish Treasures Every Month

DIRECTLY FROM THE EMERALD ISLE

irshatheart @irish_atheart @irish_atheart

irish-at-heart.com



Seanscéal: An Old Story

 
As man’s oldest fabric, the origins of Linen’s story winds back thousands of
years, having been a well-established material in Ancient Egyptian burials. Its
beginnings in Ireland are relatively modern by comparison, not weaving itself
into our history until roughly the 11th century AD.
 
Linen is woven from the flax flower, which has been cultivated in Ireland for
over a millenia – resulting in one of the islands most prosperous exports for a
period of around 300 years. To this day the national flower of Northern Ireland,
in which linen production was particularly prominent, is still the Linum
usitatissimum – more commonly known as flax.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

For a fabric to be considered ‘Irish Linen’ it needs to meet the stipulations set out by
the Irish Linen Guild which was founded in 1928 to uphold the superior standards
that have come to be associated with the material. It might surprise you to know
that today the majority of the flax used in the production of Irish linen is actually
imported from other European countries, such as France and the Netherlands, and
this has no bearing upon the “Irishness” of the resulting product. No, what matters
most is the use of 100% flax, and for the linen to be spun or woven in Ireland itself.
This way you know, that when the guild has awarded a piece with a stamp of
authenticity – it has genuinely come to you from the Emerald Isle and represents a
true nod to the culture and heritage which precede it. 

 

 
 

The History of Irish Linen



Seanscéal: An Old Story
 
 

   
It wasn’t until the 1600s that the linen industry in Ireland really took off, and the
Ulster area was at the very heart of the production, with Belfast ultimately earning
the nickname of ‘Linenopolis’ by the late 18th century. This concentration of efforts
was overseen by the British rule of the time and was strongly encouraged so as to
provide an alternative to Irish wool production – which was proving to be
unwelcome competition with England’s own trade. 
 
William, Prince of Orange, encouraged Huguenot linen workers to settle in Ireland,
bringing their much-admired skill and understanding of the material and its
production to the area, in an attempt to reform the Irish linen industry. One of these
such settlers was one Louis Crommelin, a flax spinner and weaver who landed in
Lisburn and quickly combined his experience with Ireland’s established traditions,
providing the model to revolutionise the whole country’s manufacturing process. He
was soon appointed to the newly founded Board of Trustees of the Linen
Manufacturers of Ireland which was created in 1711, and today he is often hailed as
the “father of Irish linen”.
 

 

 
 
 

The dawn of the Industrial Revolution saw
even further acceleration of the production of
linen in Ireland, to the extent that Belfast had
become the biggest producer in the world of
the highly versatile fabric.  The Northern city
was responsible for half of Ireland’s entire
output, and almost a third of the world’s flax
produce – with a quality and pace that simply
couldn’t be matched elsewhere. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The high demand for Irish linen created a huge surge in employment, which saw entire
families dedicate their lives to the mills, resulting in a strong sense of ancestral trade
and superior skills that were passed down through generations. Although, of course, the
working conditions at the time are not to be aspired to in a modern age, with long days
of backbreaking working and children as young as 13 in full-time employment. 



Seanscéal: An Old Story

The 19th century saw production continued to flourish, with its versatility proving
not only useful in the manufacture of finely woven handkerchiefs or luxury clothing
– but also as a durable material for wartime. Throughout the American Civil War and
WWI, Irish linen was utilised for combat, with many wings of airplanes being
cloaked in the abundant, light, hard-wearing, and water-resistant fabric. 

picture credits: belfastlive.co.uk

Of course, with the cheapening of readily available materials becoming
commonplace in the 20th century, linen’s popularity began to wane through the
years, to the point that production had all but ceased on the Emerald Isle, with only
a few families upholding the heritage and traditions of yore. 

Today, there are many contemporary craftsmen who have turned their hands to
honour this cultural legacy – creating stunning pieces that breathe a new life into its
history. This month’s box is dedicated to them, and the beautiful way in which their
products shine a light upon Ireland and its creative heritage. 

 


